Rookie Corner - 038

by JollySwagman
No time for Turkeys
Twelve clues are thematic and are not defined. Of those one has been fully imported in its original
condition. Another is a whole one where normally only a portion would be given. Anyone would think
it was Christmas!
1

Across
9 Beggar me! It's
her from next door
(9)

2

3

4

5

9

17

12 Former England
captain fires up
Cook with these
balls (4,5)

14

18

19

21

13 Starts again with
synopses (7)

24

14 Alluring topless
artwork (7)

8

12

13

11 Blimey - in
America French
art's making a
comeback (5)

7

10

11

10 Answers easily
without hesitation
(5)

6

28

15

16

20

22

25

23

26

27

29

17 In Italy - where
sex began (5)
19 In America the
stern of a ship (3)
20 Look away son (5)
21 No-balls delivered
by England
against
international team
leads to such
confusion (7)
22 Lady with a
German beer-mug
might sound
vulgar (7)
24 In comic opera old
drummer misses
nothing (4,5)

29 Quality's pants I'm going for
lunch - can
somebody help
out (9)
Down
1 Problem with
Swedish horse (4)

6 Like a poem by
Kipling about
steadfastness
primarily (2,2)
7 Well known
witch's cat
perhaps (8)
8 I'm in 19a just the
same (2,2)

2 Good for each
partner (6)

13 Cold place to go
topless (5)

3 Something dotty
to play in bed?
(5,5)

15 Shockingly bold
lyrics (10)

26 I find I am content
here (5)

4 EU people oddly
confused on this
point (6)

28 I get enrolled in
crazy society (5)

5 SM murder
mystery (8)

16 Eg 19a might be
noble (5)
18 It's in the icecream van - I'll
ingest some (8)

19 He lights fire so
trains can get
moving (8)
22 Let go with a
second party (4,2)
23 Corrupted ideals
(6)
24 Courageous at
bridge perhaps (4)
25 Mounted one with
attractive hips (4)
27 Instrumental solo
in the middle
section too? (4)

